Mission: To support the retention and professional development of underrepresented minorities in BGS.

• Academic
• Social
• Professional/career
Seminar Series

Fall Seminar Series

"Activating your inner innovator"

Chinonye Nnakwe Whitley, Ph.D.
Program Officer at the National Science Foundation (NSF)

Date: Friday November 2, 12:00pm
Location: Robinson Hall 1311 Classroom 1 (MAP)
Lunch from New Delhi will be provided.
Visit her LinkedIn page for more information.

Spring Seminar Series

"Leaky Pipeline or Unanswered Doorbell? Strategies for Better Science and Healthcare"

Ana E. Nuñez, MD
Associate Dean for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion;
Professor of Medicine
Drexel University

Date: Friday, May 11, 2018
Time: 4:00 PM
Location: Glen Gaulton Auditorium, Biomedical Research Building (BRB) II/III
Reception will follow the seminar outside in the lobby area.

EEJust Spring Seminar Series

"Highway To Innovation - What Science Taught About Building A Business"

Dr. Fernando Alberotario, Ph.D.
Product UX/UI | Accessibility | Serial Entrepreneur/Executive

Date: Wednesday June 12, 12:00pm
Location: JMEC 506 (map)
Lunch from Qdoba will be provided.
Visit his LinkedIn page for more information
https://lesley.edu/stories/fernando-alberotario

Sponsored by:
Academic and Professional Events

STEM Networking Mixer 2.0
Friday, October 19, 2018
3:30 pm – 5:00 pm
Levin Building, Rm. 111 (425 S. University Ave.)

Interested in being in a mentoring circle? As a follow-up to the spring Networking Mixer (March 2018), we invite graduate students to participate in a unique opportunity to connect with under-represented minority undergraduate students, postdocs, and faculty in STEM and learn about Mentoring Circles.

Chick-fil-A will be provided at this event. RSVP by Wednesday, October 17th. https://goo.gl/forms/hS5RuxUW0JWbDfeg or scan to register!

Organized by: Biomedical Postdoctoral Council (BPC) - Diversity Committee and EE Just
Funded by Penn Department of Biology

EE Just February 2019 GA Meeting
When: Wednesday, February 20, 12-1 PM
Where: Johnson Pavilion 209
Qdoba Mexican-style food will be served!

We will talk about using social media and networking platforms to make connections and learn about employment/career opportunities! There will be a focus on Handshake and LinkedIn.

EEJust Spring 2019 BGS Prelim Practice Talks 03
When: Thursday, May 9th, 5:30-6:30 PM
Where: Clinical Research Building CRB Conference Room 7th floor
Food from Pattaya Thai Restaurant will be served!

Prelims are quickly approaching and EEJust is hosting our annual prelim practice talks! We will be hosting practice talks and we encourage all to attend, ask questions and help our colleagues prep to pass! We're all in this together :)

Our final of three sessions will have:

5:30-5:50pm: Melanie Schaffler, NGG, Abdus-Saboor Lab
"Elucidating the effects of gentle touch neurons on reward and anxiety"

5:50-6:10pm: Stephen Coscia, CAMB-CPM, Holzbaur Lab
"Dissecting the mechanism behind F-actin assembly on mitochondria as a wave"

6:10-6:30pm: Shaun Egolf, CAMB-CB, Capell Lab
"Interrogating the role of KMT2D during epidermal homeostasis and carcinogenesis"
Outreach
Social Events